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Robots for emergency response

• Some applications 
• Urban search and rescue 

• HAZMAT response 

• Bomb disposal robots 

• Commonalities: 
• Operation at a distance 

• Need for good situation awareness 

• Difficult environments 

• Operator in stressful conditions
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Evaluation of HRI

• Field work (e.g., USAR competitions) 
• See many different user interfaces but have no 

control over what operator does 

• Difficult to collect data 
• Can see what they did – but there isn’t time to 

determine why 

• Best used to get an idea of the difficulties in the 
real world 

• Can identify “critical events” but don’t know for 
certain whether operator was aware of them
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Evaluation of HRI

• Laboratory studies 
• Take what we learned in the real world and isolate 

factors to determine effects  

• Repeatability is still difficult to achieve due to 
fragile nature of robots



Some Metrics for HRI
• Time spent navigating, on UI overhead and avoiding 

obstacles 
• Amount of space covered 
• Number of victims found 
• Critical incidents 

• Positive outcomes 
• Negative outcomes 

• Operator interventions 
• Amount of time robot needs help 
• Time to acquire situation awareness 
• Reason for intervention



What is “awareness”?
• Operator made aware of robot’s status and activities 

via the interface 
• HRI awareness is the understanding that the human 

has of the  
• location,  
• activities,  
• status, and  
• surroundings of the robot; and  

• And the knowledge that the robot has of 
• the human’s commands necessary to direct its activities 

and  
• the constraints under which it must operate



Studying Robotics Designed for 
Urban Search and Rescue

• USAR task is safety-critical 
• Run-time error or failure could result in death, 

injury, loss of property, or environmental harm 
[Leveson 1986] 

• Safety-critical situations require that robots 
perform exactly as intended and support 
operators in efficient and error-free operations



Urban Search and Rescue Test Arena

• Locate as many victims as possible while minimizing 
penalties 

• Arena used in AAAI and RoboCup competitions 

• (Was also available for use at NIST)



Robotic Systems from Search and 
Rescue Competitions



Example Study: AAAI-2002
• Observed and videotaped all participating 

robots, interfaces, operators 

• Systems also tested by a Fire Chief  

• Analyzed HRI of top four teams 

• Coded activities 

• Isolated “critical incidents” and determined 
causes



Examples of Critical Incidents 

• Team A deployed small dog-like robots (Sony 
AIBOs) off of the back of a larger robot 

• One AIBO fell off and became trapped under 
fallen Plexiglas but operator didn’t know this

Lack of human-robot awareness of robots’ location 



Examples of Critical Incidents

• Operator using Team B’s robot in “safe” mode 
became frustrated when robot would not move 
forward 

• Operator changed to “teleoperate” mode and drove 
robot into Plexiglas 

• Plexiglas was sensed by sonar and indicated on a 
sensor map, but map was located on a different 
screen than video 

• Operator did not take his attention away from video 
to check

Lack of human-robot awareness of robots’ surroundings 



Examples of Critical Incidents

• Operator using Team B’s robot moved the video 
camera off center for a victim identification 

• Robot maneuvered itself out of tight area in 
autonomous mode 

• Upon taking control of robot, operator forgot that 
camera was still off-center 

• Operator drove robot out of arena and into the crowd

Lack of human-robot awareness of robots’ status 



Discussion of Study

• All critical incidents were due to a lack of 
awareness of the robot’s situation 

• Problems arise due to interface design and 
operator’s almost singular reliance on video 
images 

• Based upon this study and others that we’ve 
performed, have developed design guidelines 
for HRI interfaces



Design Guidelines
• Enhance awareness 

• Provide a map of where the robot has been 

• Provide more spatial information about the robot in the 
environment to make the operators more award of their 
robot’s immediate surroundings 

• Lower cognitive load 

• Provide fused sensor information to avoid making the 
user fuse data mentally 

• Display important information near or fused with the 
video image



Design Guidelines
• Increase efficiency 

• Provide user interfaces that support multiple 
robots in a single window, if possible 

• In general, minimize the use of multiple windows 
and maximize use of the primary viewing area 

• Provide help in choosing robot modality 
• Give the operator assistance in determining the 

most appropriate level of robot autonomy at any 
given time



Presentation of Sensor Information



Presentation of Sensor Information

• In prior slide, interface displays video in the 
upper left, sensor information in the lower right 

• User needs to switch video window to FLIR if 
that view is desired 

• Too much information spread over the interface 
• How could sensor data be combined for a more 

effective display?



Sensors for Locating Victims

• Many sensor types used for victim location and safe 
navigation 
• Color video cameras 

• Infrared video cameras 

• Laser ranging and other distance sensors 

• Audio 

• Gas detection 

• Few systems use more than two sensor types 

• None of the systems in our studies fuse information 
effectively, resulting in poor situation awareness



Fusing Information

• Victims can be missed in video images



Fusing Infrared and Color Video



Fusing Infrared and Color 



Other Sensor Modalities for USAR

• CO2 detection 

• Audio



Sensor Fusion: Display of 4 
Sensor Modalities

• No victim in left image; hidden victim in right image 

• Display fuses video, FLIR, CO2, and audio



Redesigning INEEL’s Interface



Redesigning INEEL’s Interface



Our USAR interface design c.2004



Adding FLIR
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Redesigning HRI for  
the Packbot EOD



Redesigning HRI for  
the Packbot EOD

• Met with EOD Command at 
Ft. Gillem to identify needs 

• Large number of current 
soldiers already belong to 
the “Nintendo generation” 

• Use this technology to 
leverage a skill set that most 
soldiers already possess 

• Model controls to match 
games most soldiers already 
play



Redesigning HRI for  
the Packbot EOD



C2I for Disaster Response: State 
• USGS and forestry 

personnel generate maps 
overnight, usually hand 
drawn 

• Maps distributed to 
search personnel in the 
morning 

• Updates all done by hand 
based upon reports from 
search personnel 

• No correlation with aerial 
or satellite images



Our vision for disaster response



Multi-touch damage assessment



Multi-touch single robot 
search and rescue interface

MARK MICIRE, JILL L. DRURY, BRENDEN KEYES, AND HOLLY YANCO. MULTI-TOUCH INTERACTION FOR ROBOT CONTROL.  
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON INTELLIGENT USER INTERFACES (IUI), SANIBEL ISLAND, FLORIDA, FEBRUARY 8–11, 2009.



 Inspiration: Video games



Inspiration: Ergonomics

FROM HENRY DREYFUSS, “DESIGNING FOR PEOPLE”, 1955.  COURTESY ALLWORTH PRESS



DREAM Controller

M. MICIRE, M. DESAI, J.L. DRURY, E. MCCANN, A. NORTON, K.M. TSUI, AND H.A. YANCO. “DESIGN AND VALIDATION OF TWO-
HANDED MULTI-TOUCH TABLETOP CONTROLLERS FOR ROBOT TELEOPERATION.” PROCEEDINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCE ON INTELLIGENT USER INTERFACES, PALO ALTO, CA, FEBRUARY 13-16, 2011.



Hand Detection Algorithm 



Hand detection 



Enabling faster prototyping

FOSTER MILLER TALON 
ROBOT CONTROLLER SOFTWARE BASED  

OPERATOR CONTROL UNIT (OCU)



Single robot control



Controlling multiple robots
¡ Demographics for 

command and operations 
personnel necessitate the 
maximization of 
learnability 

¡ Designed an experiment 
to elicit the gestures that 
people would use naturally 
for controlling robots



User-defined gesture sets
n 26 tasks presented to 31 users (average age = 

27.5, SD=10.1) 
n 39 gesture primitives in 5 categories:  

n Selection 
n Position 
n Rotation 
n Viewpoint 
n Elements 

n 3197 coded gestures



Study results

n Half of selection gestures: taps 

n Not surprising given ubiquity of mouse driven interfaces 

n 1, 2 or n finger drags were 84% of position gestures 

n Lack of significance with number of fingers also found by Wobbrock, Morris and Wilson (CHI-09) 

n All used a two handed gesture 

n 90% used gestures with more than one finger from same hand 

n Gesture differences: RTS players, iPhone 

MARK MICIRE, MUNJAL DESAI, AMANDA COURTEMANCHE, KATHERINE M. TSUI, AND HOLLY A. YANCO. 
“ANALYSIS OF NATURAL GESTURES FOR CONTROLLING ROBOT TEAMS ON MULTI-TOUCH TABLETOP SURFACES.”  

ACM INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON INTERACTIVE TABLETOPS AND SURFACES, BANFF, NOVEMBER, 2009. 



Multi-robot control



Instrumenting people



Google Glass



Google Glass



Google Glass
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Localization with Project Tango



Commanding people and robots



Navigation guidance



USAR Design Considerations

• Robot Hardware: 
• Terrain type dictates locomotion 

• Battery life 

• Whether or not to tether…. 

• Interface: 
• What is being searched for? 

• Who is controlling the robot? From where? 

• What type of situation awareness is necessary?


